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BERLIN ALEXANDERPLATZ. Adapted by director Volker Lösch and the ensemble from
the novel by Alfred Döblin. Schaubühne am
Lehniner Platz, Berlin. 5 July 2010.
In a German cultural scene permeated by knowing irony and self-reflexive theatricality, Volker
Lösch insists unfashionably on politics. In 2004,
he staged Die Dresdner Weber, which combined
elements of Die Weber, Gerhart Hauptmann’s historical drama of striking weavers in 1844, with unemployed people in the Dresden area in southeast
Germany who testified to their current experience of
the drastic cuts to Germany’s welfare state. Where
the ironic deconstruction of Hauptmann’s Weber in
1997 by the Berliner Volksbühne’s Frank Castorf received unchallenged acclaim, Lösch’s engagement
with the contemporary inheritors of this centuryold drama of exploitation and resistance earned a
lawsuit from the playwright’s heir and a judgment
that forced him to excise Hauptmann’s text from
the performance until a higher court allowed him
once again to include it. After comparable adaptations of Gogol’s Government Inspector (2005), Büchner’s Woyzeck (2007), and Weiss’s Marat/Sade (2008),
among others, Lösch’s staging of Berlin Alexanderplatz, which depicted in condensed form Alfred
Döblin’s 1929 story of ex-convict Franz Biberkopf,
along with choral testimony from former convicts
in present-day Berlin, still managed to vex the critics, if not the lawyers.
While dismissed by the reliably supercilious
Theater Heute, Germany’s most opinionated theatre
magazine, for reducing Döblin’s “complex . . . metropolitan novel” to a “charge sheet” against society for insufficient rehabilitation of ex-cons, Lösch,
co-writers Beate Seidel and Maja Zade, and Bernd
Freytag, who has directed lay choruses with Lösch
since 2003, including Die Dresdner Weber (2004),
succeeded in challenging their audiences with the
juxtaposition of literary characters, embodied by
professional actors, and local men and women

bearing witness to the pitfalls of life after prison.
All cast members, regardless of given names suggesting Eastern European, African, and Asian as
well as German descent, spoke the proletarian Berlinerisch captured by Döblin and still spoken today,
and the color portraits in the program showed them
as they appeared on stage, in sweaters and jackets,
leather and otherwise, without initially separating
actors and ex-cons. Against this initial similarity,
the professional performers certainly exhibited
more precise acting technique and thus generated

Sebastian Nakajew (Franz Biberkopf) in Berlin
Alexanderplatz. (Photo: Heiko Schäfer.)
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Bank robbery ensemble in Berlin Alexanderplatz. (Photo: Heiko Schäfer.)
more focused affect as well as enactment. Nonetheless these differences emerged only gradually, as
the actors portraying the characters from the novel
distinguished themselves in the precise expression
or withholding of emotion from the lay performers
relating the stories, mostly in chorus, occasionally
in solo voices, of members of the group of convicts
rather than their individual selves.
On a stage covered with coins that the actors occasionally threw by the handfuls but that mostly
slid and jangled underfoot (the set was by Carola
Reuther), the performance began in the present
with the chorus, divided into three groups, reciting lists of crimes and punishments and speaking
of the difficulty of landing on their feet in a city
rendered strange by ongoing transformation. The
current condition of convicts and others marginalized in a city marked by speculation and a widening wealth gap thus framed the fictional account
of Biberkopf, whose story began as he returned to
his rundown neighborhood east of Alexanderplatz
after serving time for killing his girlfriend. In a
tightly wound performance by Sebastian Nakajew,
Biberkopf angrily demanded “another life” and attempted to act “respectable” in the face of suspicion
from his girlfriend’s sister Minna (Eva Meckbach,
who also played Biberkopf’s new girlfriend, Mieze)
and against the manipulation of Reinhold (David

Ruland), who lured him back into a life of crime.
Novel and testimony came together in a central
account of a bank robbery. Here, the narrative of
brief thrill and long let-down was represented by
the performers donning matching T-shirts (as if for
a sporting event) over their clothes and piling up
large money sacks, labeled for the Deutsche Bank,
which they used not for distributing cash, but as
a collective flophouse sleeping arrangement onto
which they collapsed at the end of the scene.
In contrast to theatre produced by and for convicts, which might claim therapeutic or rehabilitation value for the performers, this event targeted
middle-class, habitual theatregoers. The juxtaposition of professional and lay performers highlighted not only their common cause but also the gap
between them, as well as the friction between the
performers and the audience. Both the fictional and
testimonial texts conveyed narratives and complaints delivered to the audience not only at stage
distance but also at disconcertingly close quarters
by speakers seated alone or standing in groups in
the house. These comments ranged from frustrated
responses to seeking work outside prison, to expressions of envy of the evident affluence (and surmised
“happy childhoods”) of theatre spectators in the
immediate vicinity, to skeptical outbursts about the
intentions of the theatre professionals with whom
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the lay performers had been collaborating. While
not always in the text as published in the program,
these outbursts were nonetheless scripted, since the
speakers repeated them on different evenings. The
discomforted spectators were thus reminded that
while theatre can grant temporary visibility to those,
such as convicts, that society usually renders invisible, it cannot, to paraphrase Brecht’s wry reflection
late in life, apply fictional solutions to real problems.
while this acknowledgment may deny an audience
the instant gratification of an agitprop call to arms,
it nonetheless offers a compelling representation of
the difficulty, as well as the necessity, of changing
the world as we know it.

LOREN KRUGER
University of Chicago

A STREETCAR NAMED DESIRE. By Tennessee Williams. Directed by David Cromer. The
Writers’ Theatre, Glencoe, IL. 14 August
2010.
The 2010 Writers’ Theatre revival of A Streetcar
Named Desire, presented in the Chicago suburb of
Glencoe, arrived on the scene in the immediate
afterglow of the critically acclaimed and soldout
limited US run of the Sydney Theatre Company’s
production of the play starring Cate Blanchett as
Blanche DuBois. The Sydney production, directed
by Liv Ullmann, was universally praised, and critics particularly singled out Blanchett’s performance
as revelatory and nearly definitive. With Ullmann’s
direction and Blanchett’s performance appearing on
everyone’s “Best of 2009” lists, the production generated tremendous media attention and enthusiastic
talk of an extended Broadway run, in part because
of the artistic name recognition of its collaborators
and the significance of its hosting theatres: the Brooklyn Academy of Music and the Kennedy Center in
Washington, D.C. Given the intense critical and commercial success of this production, it seemed unlikely
that the 2010 season would produce yet another revival of Streetcar that would be of such significance.
Enter David Cromer, the celebrated Chicagobased director. Cromer, who has built a reputation
for staging intelligent and insightful interpretations
of twentieth-century American plays, including
Thornton Wilder’s Our Town and Elmer Rice’s The
Adding Machine—to name only two of his most acclaimed revivals recently presented in New York—
returned to Chicago and the Writers’ Theatre, with
which he has long been affiliated, to reexamine the
Williams classic. Cromer’s Streetcar, cast with first-

rate Chicago actors, kept its focus on the play while
artfully introducing unexpected though thoroughly welcome elements of theatrical simplicity. The
contrast with the touring Sydney revival, which
did not play in Chicago, was striking. While both
productions showcased Williams’s exquisite poetic
language and compelling dramaturgy and provided
nuanced interpretations of the character of Blanche
Dubois, the simplicity of Cromer’s staging created a sense of intimacy that is nearly impossible
with large-scale productions of the play. Cromer’s
scaled-down Streetcar provided a more concentrated
theatrical experience for the audience.
The first theatrically innovative moment in
Cromer’s production occurred when we entered the
theatre. Cromer staged Streetcar in a three-quarter
theatre in the round. In order to enter the space, one
needed to pass through the Kowalskis’ bathroom.
Audiences walked through the door and into Stanley and Stella’s apartment before being seated. The
realistic set-to-scale design replicated a cramped
two-room row apartment. The offstage bathroom
led directly into a small bedroom, which itself was
off the kitchen area. It was impossible not to feel intrusive both in terms of the actors’ performing space
and the characters’ living quarters. Set designer
Collette Pollard effectively decorated the space to
convey the historical period, local environment, and
class status of the occupants. The basic yellow and
steel Formica table, Stanley’s military-like standing
locker, the naked lightbulbs, the flimsy curtain separating the two small rooms—each of these design
choices provoked Blanche’s initial shock at Stella’s
current living situation: “Only Poe! Only Mr. Edgar
Allen Poe!—could do it justice!” The low ceiling
gave the sense that Steve and Eunice, the upstairs
neighbors, were literally right on top of them.
The production’s soundscape, which included
the audience’s own rumblings, made the 108-seat
theatre an extension of the neighborhood of Elysian
Fields. Throughout the production, we heard what
the characters heard: the screeching sound of the
train, the jazz-tinged music of the French Quarter,
the endless hum of neighbors and passersby. My
friend Riley and I happened to be seated in the first
row, directly in front of the bed, which was only
inches away from our seats. If the presence of the
upstairs neighbors was often heard or assumed, it
seemed that Riley and I were the neighbors next
door. This intrusion into personal space made it
seem like it wasn’t just Blanche who was crowding
the tight Kowalski household—we in the audience
were also. Likewise, the proximity of the actors to
the audience in the small theatre suggested the increasing sense of claustrophobia that all of the major
characters experience in the play. No one had any
sense of privacy.
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Natasha Lowe (Blanche DuBois), Matt Hawkins (Stanley Kowalski), and Stacy Stoltz (Stella Kowalski) in
A Streetcar Named Desire. (Photo: Michael Brosilow.)
This proximity to the actors underscored the intensely intimate nature of the production. When I
saw Cate Blanchett at the Kennedy Center, I was
sitting in the very last row of the orchestra section,
which is to say I was barely in the orchestra at all.
The cavernous venue rendered the play distant
and remote. I made a quick decision to experience
the performance as a radio play so as not to be
frustrated by the impossibility of seeing the actors’
facial expressions and the details of the set. At intermission I made two quick moves: the first was
to run up to the stage to see the set design; the second was to bolt to the lobby to see the photograph
of the actor playing Stanley, whose face I could not
see from my seat. At the Writers’ Theatre production, the actor playing Stanley, Matt Hawkins, was
never out of sight and always right there in front of
my face. When he was fighting with Stella, Blanche,
and Mitch, I feared he would turn at any moment
and start a fight with me. And why not, since I was
essentially sitting in his bedroom? Everything was
in close-up. Consider the scene immediately following the iconic “Stella!” moment. Cromer split the
action between the two rooms. In one area Mitch

was trying to explain to Blanche the nature of the
Kowalskis’ marriage: “There’s nothing to be scared
of. They’re crazy about each other.” As Mitch spoke,
we saw a naked-ass Stanley mounting Stella in the
bedroom. This extended sex scene, which was hidden from view for Mitch and Blanche, captured the
audience’s gaze as effectively as Stanley himself seduces Stella—their desire remained the center of all
attention. It was impossible not be implicated in the
production; on every level—design, light, sound—
the audience was drawn into the action.
Blanche’s arrival in Elysian Fields is always a
grand entrance, and in Cromer’s production this
remained the case. Blanche, expertly performed by
Natasha Lowe, appeared bathed in a white light
that separated her from everything else in the
French Quarter. Her conservative pale-blue suit, the
first of Blanche’s subtle misrepresentations of self,
blaringly contrasted with the casual and loosely
draped outfits of the other women in the play. And
this Blanche brought more to Elysian Fields than her
trunks of feathered boas and rhinestone tiaras: she
carried with her the ghosts of the past.
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Allan Grey, the young man Blanche married at
an early age, was embodied in this production in
scenes central to Blanche’s psychology. Allan’s first
appearance was shocking. In a scene beautifully lit
at first only by candlelight, Blanche was explaining
to Mitch the history of her relations. It is a key seduction scene in Williams’ text, given that Blanche
recognizes in Mitch two crucial things: a last opportunity for stability and a welcome kindred spirit.
Mitch also feels these things, and the tenderness of
their exchange is among the play’s most moving
scenes. It is also the key moment where Blanche’s
psychological state is laid bare and she is most vulnerable—not just to the other characters in the play,
but also to audience members, who shape their responses to Blanche accordingly. Cromer exploited
this moment beautifully by having an actor appear
as Allan during Blanche’s speech. While Blanche
and Mitch confided in the dark, Allan appeared
in the audience lit by a spotlight. The effect made
Blanche’s story tangible to the audience, and it also
made palpable how alive the memory has remained
for her since Allan’s death. We next saw Allan when
Blanche reveals to Mitch how she inadvertently
caught Allan in bed with another man, the event
that led to his dramatic suicide. At this moment,
Cromer included a tableau vivant of the two naked
men—now a shock to the audience, as it once was
to Blanche. Finally, and perhaps most movingly,
Blanche summoned Allan’s ghost as a source of
strength while Stanley raped her. Her eyes locked
into Allan’s as she was physically and emotionally
violated. Allan’s presence in the production tilted
the audience’s allegiance toward Blanche. These apparitional moments did more than merely provide
Blanche’s backstory: they made her emotional traumas real and therefore something that the audience
had to acknowledge.
Despite Allan’s ghostly presence, Blanche is raped
by Stanley, abandoned by Stella and Mitch, and left
to depend on the kindness of strangers. Lucky for
her and for us, she found a generous friend in David
Cromer. I realize that by focusing on Cromer I may
seem to undermine Natasha Lowe’s contribution as
Blanche. Unlike some other high-profile productions of Streetcar I have seen cast with high-voltage
celebrity talent like Blanchett, Natasha Richardson,
and Blythe Danner, the Cromer production was less
a showcase for the actor and more an opportunity
to present a more theatrically organic interpretation
of Blanche, one that presented her with the “tragic
radiance” that Williams called for in his stage directions. A recipient of a 2010 MacArthur Genius Grant,
Cromer has a talent for immensely surprising and
theatrically beautiful productions of twentieth-century American plays. His A Streetcar Named Desire at
the Writers’ Theatre added yet another triumph to

his growing reputation as one of the most exciting
artists making theatre in our time.

DAVID ROMÁN
University of Southern California

KRAPP’S LAST TAPE. By Samuel Beckett. Directed, designed, and performed by Robert
Wilson. Change Performing Arts, National
Theater of Korea, Seoul. 24 September 2010.
In his first solo stage appearance since HAMLET
a monologue ten years earlier, director Robert Wilson
essayed the title role in Krapp’s Last Tape at the Fifth
Theatre Olympics in Seoul, Korea. The lone character in Samuel Beckett’s play, Krapp is considered to
be based on Beckett’s own life, but Wilson, who is
currently the same age as Krapp, completely recreated the character in his own likeness, externalizing
Beckett’s emphasis on Krapp’s paradoxical state of
mind by means of his own idiosyncratic physicality
and his choice of theatrical environment. Although
Wilson followed the original script line by line, he
imprinted his own unique image on the play by
using nonverbal communication: sound, lighting,
and physical gestures. His performance established
a symbiotic relationship between Beckett’s words
and his own visual and aural signs. To emphasize
image, Wilson has often preferred to deconstruct
classic texts, diminishing the original lines. In this
instance, however, through a series of conflicting images that mirrored Krapp’s emotional undulations,
the visually oriented Wilson succeeded in finding his
own coexistence within Krapp’s long monologue.
At the beginning of his directing career, Wilson
observed the systematic aural signals of autistic
people like the poet Christopher Knowles and applied their method of communication to many of
his productions, such as A Letter for Queen Victoria
and Einstein on the Beach. Similarly, in Krapp’s Last
Tape, Wilson converted Krapp’s accumulated mixture of emotions into the sound of rain in an attempt to communicate with the audience prior to
Krapp’s first line. The sound of a rain storm, created in Krapp’s mind, symbolically expressed his
subtle emotions prior to his tape-recording for his
sixty-ninth birthday. Echoing Krapp’s sentimental
stream of consciousness about his old love, lost passions, present loneliness, and fear for the future, the
varying intensity and frequency of the rain created
an unusual harmony with Krapp’s movement. For
the first fifteen minutes of the hour-long production,
Krapp silently strolled about the stage, accompanied
by the continuously changing sound of a thunder
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Robert Wilson (Krapp) in Krapp’s Last Tape. (Photo: Lesley Leslie-Spinks.)
storm that was followed by soft rain, heavy rain,
and then soft rain again. Following the audience’s
extended exposure to an overwhelmingly active
and loud soundscape, Krapp made a gesture and
the stage went completely silent. It was a strikingly ironic moment, communicating the idea that
although Krapp appeared to fear the rain, he had
control over it, as he did over his own emotions.
Krapp’s cracked voice and unnatural way of
speaking served as another aural sign once the rain
had ceased. In contrast to his mechanical speech
onstage, Krapp’s recorded voice sounded clear and
normal. When he listened to the memory of his past
lover, Krapp’s warm and caressing voice from the
recorded tape complemented his present cold and
metallic voice onstage. These two different ways of
speaking signified not only the irreversible change
between the present Krapp and the past Krapp,
but also the metaphorical reunion between Wilson
onstage and Beckett in the text. The past and the
present, the recorded speech and the live voice, the
naturalness and the artificiality, and ultimately Beckett’s writing and Wilson’s staging coexisted side by
side to explain this unapproachably isolated though
fragilely human Krapp to the audience.
The lighting, used by Wilson to transmute Krapp’s
ego into the visible spectrum, was the most impor-

tant visual element of this production. Unlike his
other works, in which he has used colorful, rhythmical, and dramatic lighting effects, Krapp’s Last
Tape used just one blue light to emphasize light and
shadow. Wilson spent two hours prior to performance applying white makeup to his face in order
to blend with the lighting.
This simple yet striking contrasting lighting effect
mirrored Krapp’s loneliness and the monotony of
his later years. On a stark set lacking primary colors, his white face, black hair, and dark costume
and the blue lighting created a coherent mise en
scène. In his colorless den, like an actor in a blackand-white film, he confined himself to the prison
of his past memories, but in this restriction he felt
safe. Extending the ironic effect of the rain, the lighting both confined and liberated Krapp; through his
movement, he exposed himself to the light or hid
himself in the dark at will. Similar to a Noh actor
and also typical of Wilson’s actors, Krapp moved
extremely slowly. His slow movement and static
posture were born of well-planned choreography
that complemented the lighting. He also made sudden and eccentric gestures with exaggerated facial
expressions, like a marionette or a Kabuki actor.
This contrasting movement harmonized with the
light and dark. His silhouette in the darkness also
harmonized beautifully with the blue glow around
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Robert Wilson (Krapp) in Krapp’s Last Tape.
(Photo: Lesley Leslie-Spinks.)
him. Like a child, Krapp spread his white fingers and
exposed them under the light, waved his arms in
the shadow, and positioned himself so that light and
shadow covered the two sides of his face. Through
this interaction, the boundary between Krapp and
the lighting dissolved; the intense lights symbolized
Krapp’s presence onstage, and the stage darkness
followed him like his shadow, which reminded him
of his memory of the past.
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XII Europe Prize New Theatrical Realities in April
2011. Smeds critically extended this exploration
with Mr Vertigo—an adaptation of Paul Auster’s
1994 novel—at the Finnish National Theatre. In the
novel, Master Yehudi, a powerful magician, takes
an orphan boy, Walt, into his tutelage. Recognizing
the orphan’s innate ability to fly, the Master’s brutal
instruction transforms him into Walt the Wonder
Boy, marvelous centerpiece of a vaudeville show
touring towns small and large across 1920s America. Adapting this narrative to the stage, Smeds’s
production interrogated the illusions and realities
of theatre, dreams fulfilled and unfulfilled, blending the worlds of characters, actors, and spectators.
Onstage, magic, showmanship, realized and broken dreams sustained Master Yehudi’s (Jukka-Pekka
Palo) carnivalesque family, which shapes the talents
of the orphan “pus-brained ragamuffin” Walt (Tero
Jartti) to its own purposes. Much as Yehudi operates
on Walt’s aspirations to fly, Smeds worked on our
longing for illusion, dialectically satisfying and frustrating our desire to be manipulated by his artistic
magic. Smeds limited the 700-seat capacity of the
main auditorium to 200 spectators, in the first half

In the director’s notes, Wilson wrote that he had
always felt a kinship with Beckett’s world and that
Krapp’s Last Tape was a work of personal significance
for him. Paying his respects to Beckett, Wilson patiently followed the playwright’s original script. At
the same time, based on his elaborate choreography and thorough design plans, Wilson presented
his own unique vision of the play. The production
was about Wilson himself: as an actor, he performed
Krapp at the center of the stage; at the same time,
he demonstrated his philosophy of the theatre as
a director and his sensitivity to light and sound as
a designer. After a life spent questioning words,
Wilson has finally achieved a poignant marriage
of words and image.

JAE KYOUNG KIM
University of Georgia

MR VERTIGO. By Paul Auster. Translated by
Jukka Jääskeläinen. Adapted and directed by
Kristian Smeds. Finnish National Theatre,
Suuri näyttämö, Helsinki. 28 October 2010.
The Finnish director Kristian Smeds’s theatre has
been synonymous with conceptual and aesthetic
unpredictability, a postdramatic mise en scène suspending the boundary between the onstage and the
offstage; for his distinctive work he received the

Walt, in his Wonder Boy costume, walks on water
in Master Yehudi’s magic show. Tero Jartti (Walt)
in Mr Vertigo. (Photo: Antti Ahonen.)
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an oversized W taped to his back; a stage dungeon
with a corseted dominatrix. A series of imagistic
vignettes staged the horrific emotional and physical means Master Yehudi used to discipline Walt’s
appropriated dreams of flight. At one point, his
journey recalled a baroque processional as a Christlike Walt bore a yoke and water buckets, moving
forward as the audience rotated with him, part of
the procession. He climbed the bleachers to his own
Golgotha, collapsed in exhaustion, was trussed to a
stick and carried to the dressing room. He attempted
to escape his remaking in Master Yehudi’s image,
but all exits were blocked; this was, as Yehudi put
it, his “welcome to the theatre,” and ours as well.

Kristian Smeds’s theatre of magic imagery: Walt,
levitating above the Finnish National Theatre
main auditorium, disappears into the light. Tero
Jartti (Walt) in Mr Vertigo. (Photo: Ville Hyvönen.)
seated on bleacher-like benches set on the stage’s
turntable. The audience revolved, vertiginously, observing scenes around the exposed, partially decorated stage walls. On occasion the curtain opened,
sometimes on the abyss of the empty auditorium,
sometimes to surprise us with magical effects. At
one point, we heard music from Twin Peaks and the
entire empty auditorium we stared into began to
sway; suddenly, it seemed to shatter, flying apart
like glass. The effects of lighting (Pietu Pietiäinen),
visual and acoustic (Ville Hyvönen), and scenic (Kati
Lukka) design were intense; Smeds’s artistic team
materialized illusions that few spectators will ever
experience again, often disrupting or dissolving
them just before we could fully consume them. Like
Master Yehudi, Smeds used the disposition of the
theatre to arouse, frustrate, and channel our desires.
After a long, suspenseful intermission, the audience
was abandoned in the plush but ghostly auditorium;
it was a pleasure to be invited back onto the stage.
Smeds’s mise en scène interwove scenes of marvelous transformation with critical reference to the
materiality of the theatre itself. Once seated on the
turntable, our layering into the magic show had already begun. Master Yehudi entered, ordering us to
silence our cell-phones and commanding the lights
to be lowered; we shared a prolonged moment of
darkness and silence. Then a low rumble vibrated
through us as the turntable began to turn. As in a
fairytale, we revolved three times while an excellent jazz trio onstage (Verneri Pohjola, Aki Rissanen,
Joonas Riippa) played curious music and the stagehands lit candelabras, illuminating the backstage
playing areas that were arrayed like stations of the
cross: a shabby theatre dressing room; a dark recess
with a mysterious figure in a white boxing robe,

The first half of Mr Vertigo underlined the importance of dreams fulfilled. Smeds often extended the
performance’s frame of reference beyond the story,
as when actress Tea Ista blended her artistic biography into Mother Sioux’s monologue or the American Walt dreamed of dancing a ballet on the stage
of the Finnish National Theatre, accompanied by a
chorus from the once-leftist Helsinki KOM Theatre.
Flanking the dream ballet with KOM singers and illuminating the scene in red light, Smeds cast a wry
grin at the conservative proprieties of the National
Theatre. Walt’s muscular male body in a white tutu
was a screen for the ignorant and erotic, projecting
the ideologies of the classical genre (the overt disciplining of female bodies for the male gaze); his
performance extended into a metaphor for the social constraints of human dreams, projecting back
to us prejudices of which we are and are not aware.
Smeds’s treatment of the desire for illusion became more complex after the intermission. A woman
won by Master Yehudi at cards (Kristiina Halttu)
told how her husband (Esa-Matti Long) committed
suicide when Yehudi came to claim her; he later left
her. Lonely, she invited the lonely audience to the
stage, seating us in a circle around the turntable.
Torn between the Master and the dead husband, the
woman and his ghost danced a poetic, surrealistic
combat, lashing each other with invisible, audible
whips while Master Yehudi looked on: as we enact
the desire for illusion, we are bound to the spectatorial desires of others.
Like Master Yehudi, Smeds subjected, disciplined,
and trained our desires, never concealing the fact
that we were in his hands. Mr Vertigo centered the
audience in a re-imagined spatiality, the ephemerality and materiality of theatre redefining one another.
Smeds’s postdramatic poetics are often sustained
both by violence and by comic black humor: Walt’s
hilarious masturbation scene as he grows into a man,
his persistent diarrhea before he steps through the
curtain to perform his flying act (unseen until the
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end of the play) as he grows into an artist. In the
final moments, we were invited back to the center,
to stand around Master Yehudi as he described his
last moments of life. With a white feather in his
hand, he urged us to take responsibility in and for
shaping our desires. The curtains parted: in the cavernous auditorium, Walt levitated high in the air,
until, silhouetted in bright lights, he disappeared in
the rear of the house. The carnal, spiritual, intellectual experience was inseparable from the magical
as we flew with Walt on wings of wonder, satisfied
only with illusion.

HANA WORTHEN
Barnard College, Columbia University

HOW CAN YOU STAY IN THE HOUSE ALL
DAY AND NOT GO ANYWHERE? By Ralph
Lemon and Company. Walker Art Center,
Minneapolis. 23 September 2010.
Choreographer Ralph Lemon’s profound new
work at the Walker Art Center was a major piece
involving dance, music, and film, technically lasting
several days. Parts 1 to 3 were presented sequentially in one evening; the fourth part, “Meditation,”
was an open installation in the theatre. How Can
You Stay . . .? was a vigorous, elegiac, and generous offering of the many genres in which Lemon
works, and through which he elaborates his recurring concerns: movement, whether quotidian or
masterful, as a condition of human experience; the
interplay of history, raced bodies, memory, and
violence; and art as metonymic of human desire
and potential, what Lemon here calls “a reduction
of love, and its ghosts.” The image of “reduction”

Ralph Lemon in foreground and rabbit suit
in How Can You Stay in the House and Not Go
Anywhere? (Photo: Cameron Wittig, courtesy of
the Walker Art Center.)

Ralph Lemon in foreground of film in How Can
You Stay in the House and Not Go Anywhere?
(Photo: Cameron Wittig, courtesy of the Walker
Art Center.)
recurred throughout the piece and allowed Lemon
to show the work, the dancers, and the sites and
events invoked as distillations—”reductions” of
himself as, crucially, he was of them. We are interconnected, the piece urged without sentiment, we
re(pro)duce the movements and ideas we encounter
through one another through the questions and actions of our brief lives. “How Can You Stay . . .?” is a
question posed by the man Lemon calls his teacher,
Walter Carter of Yazoo City, Mississippi, aged over
a hundred years. According to Lemon, Carter has
taught him about aging, being present, and holding
the memory of movement in the body. The question
“How Can You Stay . . .?” is a reduction of Carter’s
teachings, just as the piece is both an elaboration of
Lemon and a distillation of all his previous works.
“How Can You Stay . . .?” is a question for audience
members as well, who sit in “a house,” not going
anywhere. In considering the parts of the question,
the audience participated in the re(pro)duction of
Lemon’s art, creating with him the mystery of traveling while sitting still.
“Part I: Sunshine Room” involved a film with live
narration by Lemon. The opening sequence showed
an old man, Walter Carter, in a shiny jumpsuit and
helmet clambering into a piece of farm equipment
repurposed as a spaceship. Lemon introduced the
figure as Carter and read from Walter Benjamin’s
Theses on the Philosophy of History: “the angel would
like to stay, awaken the dead, and make whole what
has been smashed.” The film shifted abruptly to a
close-up of dancer Okwui Okpokwasili and then to
Lemon in rabbit suits. Lemon invoked the legend of
the hare and the buddha and the Brer Rabbit story
in partial explanation of the comical rabbit suits; the
enigmatic stories, one from buddhist lore, the other
an African American trickster tale, revealed Carter’s
question—”How Can You Stay . . .?—to be a riddle.
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Offstage, wailing began. For eight full minutes,
dancer Okpokwasili trudged upstage, a hymn of
grief pouring out of her body. This song was at
once an elaboration of the dancers’ efforts and a
reduction of the grief alluded to earlier. Audience
members fidgeted.

Company in How Can You Stay in the House
and Not Go Anywhere? (Photo: Cameron Wittig,
courtesy of the Walker Art Center.)
As spectators in the house of How Can You Stay . . .?”
we learned in part 1 why the question is a mystery:
after Lemon’s last major choreographic work, Come
Home Charley Patton (reviewed in Theatre Journal
57, no. 4 [2005]: 732–34), not only did his company
refuse to work with him again for years, but he
tenderly and assiduously helped his partner die.
“Sunshine Room” refers to the rooms of her dying,
the films they watched together to pass the time, the
ragged memories of Come Home Charley Patton, and
unfinished business that goaded Lemon during the
vigil. Lemon’s film archived excerpts of Come Home
Charley Patton, splicings from Tarkovsky’s Solaris
and Ozu’s Late Spring (both cinematic ruminations
on lost love and the supernatural), and footage of
Walter Carter and his wife slow-dancing in their
home in a reduction of scenes from Tarkovsky. The
film also contained footage of Lemon’s reconvened
dancers, plied with intoxicants, improvising ecstatic
dance. The film talk was an explanatory lecture, an
artist commenting upon his work; yet the film did
not take us anywhere and the textual explanations
were tantalizing though ultimately inscrutable.
Lemon left the stage and the screen flew out, revealing the cavernous theatre. At last, dance? “Part
II: Wall/Hole” referred to a promise made in part 1
that there would be a “fairy tale with a menagerie.”
The space changed so radically that the shift seemed
to augur a new part, yet in retrospect, the ensuing
dance was a further reduction of Lemon’s film and
the riddles, grief, and ecstasies indexed there. Six
athletic dancers hurled themselves through this
section, heads rolling heavily atop spinning bodies,
knee joints releasing readily under weight shifts,
principles of contact improvisation guiding dives
and rolls. The dance was brutal, lasting twenty
minutes. Exhausted, the dancers left the stage and
we looked again into empty anywhere.

Then the stage went dark and at the back wall a
luminous figure, in the rabbit suit, appeared. The
lights had been fierce during the previous section, so
this blackout was an optical shock. Was this Lemon
in a rabbit suit? A large mastiff entered and sat, surveying calmly. A bird flew across. It was a film, the
menagerie was assembling, and the figures—dog,
rhinoceros, giraffe, flamingo—sent shafts of white
columnar light along the black marley floor. After
the exhaustion and grief, the effect was magical.
This was the promised wall/hole, at once literally
a wall and an aperture through which to dream.
The lights reverted to rehearsal frankness and
Lemon and Okpokwasili entered for “Part III: No
Room.” Whereas the earlier ecstatic dance prevented
heads from righting themselves, as if experimenting with decapitation, Lemon’s and Okpokwasili’s
heads here were in charge; they were thinking, trying to remember movement phrases. The attempts
seemed inconsequential. Lemon had entered with
one sock on, and he took it off and tried to incorporate it—pasting it to his thigh and dangling it
between his legs and above his head. Finally, he
put the sock back on and sat looking at his feet—a
sock missing its mate. Lemon was moving on, going somewhere wearing only one sock—the sock a
reduction of himself. After a minute, he simply got
up and left the stage. The piece was over.
If we stayed in the house, we didn’t go anywhere,
yet we witnessed a range of human experience so

Company in How Can You Stay in the House
and Not Go Anywhere? (Photo: Cameron Wittig,
courtesy of the Walker Art Center.)
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vast as to include outer space, a hundred-year-old
man dancing, bodies in extremis, luminescent animals, and metaphors and riddles abounding. And
we could come back to the “anywhere” of this
house for “Part IV: Meditation” and hear a muted
soundscape and peer at a filmed strip of light that
occasionally wildly transformed. Lemon and his collaborators created a remarkable room of their own,
within which we could contemplate the solitary and
shared anywhere of performance.

BETH CLEARY
Macalester College

WAITING FOR GODOT. By Samuel Beckett.
Directed by Damon Galgut. The Little Theatre,
Cape Town, South Africa. 25 May 2010.
WAITING FOR GODOT. By Samuel Beckett.
Directed by Sean Mathias. The Fugard Theatre,
Cape Town, South Africa. 29 July 2010.
In 1937, Samuel Beckett applied for a job as a
lecturer in Italian at the University of Cape Town.
He was turned down on the basis that he was not
a native speaker of Italian, but it is tempting to
imagine how taking the job might have changed
the shape of Beckett’s career and of South African
letters. No doubt he would have found plenty of
material for his plays in the absurd and inhuman
policies of the National Party, which embarked
on full-scale, systematic segregation in 1948, just
months before Beckett began writing Waiting for
Godot. Two recent productions of Godot in Cape
Town have invited audiences here to engage with
Beckett as a writer of consequence to South Africa
and a powerful critical voice on questions of colonialism and postcolonialism not just in Ireland, but
around the world. Running within a few weeks of
each other, the productions ensured that nothing
happened twice—twice. By a logic of quadruple
negation, something quite significant happened in
the Cape Town theatre world.
It was, of course, not the first significant Godot
event in South Africa. A Beckett-sanctioned interracial Godot appeared at the Baxter Theatre of the
University of Cape Town in 1980, fourteen years
before the country’s first free elections. Directed
by Donald Howarth, the Godot at the Baxter has
retained a certain celebrity status among productions. Howarth’s insistence on the play’s relevance
to apartheid South Africa was a signal moment for
understanding that Godot could be made to ask
pressing and awkward political questions. Godot’s
insistent parodying of the language of human rights,
enshrined in the “Universal Declaration of Human
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Rights” during the months that Beckett wrote the
play, made it particularly urgent in South Africa in
the 1980s. When Pozzo determines that Vladimir
and Estragon are indeed “of the same species” as
himself, his affirmation is not unequivocal—he puts
on his glasses in an effort to confirm the almost
impossible fact. The assumption that these tramps
are human beings is momentarily withdrawn until
Pozzo can assure himself that this is indeed true.
The end of apartheid and the sixteen years that
have elapsed since the first free elections in 1994
have changed the valence of Pozzo’s inquiry—the
constitution has resoundingly confirmed the equal
humanity of all South Africans—but the hesitancy,
the momentary possibility that Pozzo might find
that these tramps are not, in fact, of the same species as himself continues to make Godot a play for
the times in South Africa and elsewhere. As South
Africans have been learning since 1994, the longterm effects of state-engineered discrimination are
difficult to overcome, even with the strongest of
political wills. Both productions in Cape Town—
one local, one international—made these continuing resonances with the discourse of human rights
in the play very clear.
The directors of both productions, Damon Galgut
and Sean Mathias, are South Africans, and both appear to have felt a particular urgency in bringing
this play back to what might have been its home had
Beckett been offered the job in Cape Town. Galgut, a
novelist whose name appeared on the Booker Prize
shortlist this year for the second time, financed his
production himself; Mathias and designer Stephen
Brimson Lewis considerably pared down their highprofile international production in order to fit it into
the space of the Fugard Theatre. Both of these productions reproduced Howarth’s interracial Godot,
though without the political background of 1980, the
composition of the cast was neither surprising nor
unusual—a fact of life in the new South Africa. And
yet Beckett’s play challenges us to be cognizant of the
human capacity to differentiate and discriminate, so
that Godot in South Africa, or any other place struggling to come to terms with colonialism, will always
have echoes, however vague, of a violent past. Godot
is, for all its internationalist abstraction, almost inevitably local to South Africa, and Galgut’s production
was aware of the possibilities that offered.
Galgut’s Vladimir and Estragon (Oscar Petersen
and David Isaacs) looked surprisingly, almost inexplicably dapper, dressed in presentable black suits
with multicolored patches. The costumes echoed
Chaplin’s tramp, with touches of the clown, but
also hinted at a local performance tradition. Cape
Town’s annual Kaapse Klopse parade draws on a
strong local heritage of New Year celebrations, as
well as elements of blackface minstrelsy imported
during the early twentieth century. Petersen’s and
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doubt drawn by the star power of Ian McKellen in
the role of Gogo. The auditorium, now wrapped
around the stage almost entirely, increased the sense
of intimacy that the performances encouraged. The
easy banter of Roger Rees (Vladimir) and McKellen,
and their obvious delight in the roles, reminded us of
the delicate pacing of the play, which moves effortlessly between rapid exchanges and long silences.
The effect was undermined only by the sound design of Paul Groothuis, whose drips and howling
winds at various points were unnecessary in a play
that is itself so hauntingly musical.

David Isaacs (Estragon), Oscar Petersen
(Vladimir), and Martin le Maitre (Pozzo) in
Waiting for Godot at the Little Theatre, Cape Town.
(Photo: Guy de Lancey.)
Isaacs’s almost identical costumes revealed traces of
this tradition, reminding the audience that Godot’s
representation of vast income gaps and unequal
treatment is as South African as it is European.
This was not the only intimation of a local setting
in Galgut’s play: the heap of sand around the tree
came not from the Mâcon country nor from Connemara—the two clearest geographical signifiers in
the play—but possibly from the Cape Flats, site of
segregated townships during apartheid and joined
by informal settlements now. The shifting sands
underneath Khayelitsha, a sprawling low-income
area, are home to over half-a-million people, many
of whom live in abject poverty. It is not difficult,
then, to link the hard-scrabble life of Beckett’s characters to the daily experience of a great many South
Africans. It is precisely this link between Beckett
and South Africa that Athol Fugard’s work brings
to life, particularly in Boesman and Lena, and which
made the staging of Mathias’s Godot at the newly
opened Fugard Theatre especially fitting.
The Fugard Theatre is far removed from the outlying, poverty-stricken areas of the city, but Mathias
and his cast toured for one night to Khayelitsha,
bringing the play to an audience unlikely to be able
to afford the $35 tickets at the Fugard; admission
was on a pay-as-much-as-you-can basis. In a further
indication of the local flavor of the production, the
two actors who shared the part of the boy (Khathu
Khangala and Hisham Ryklief) were selected following local auditions. The casting, the excursion
to Khayelitsha, and Mathias’s South African origins
suggested that the South African performances were
a homecoming of sorts for a production that had
traveled extensively (to the UK, Australia, and New
Zealand). Mathias’s production filled the Fugard,
a small theatre attached to the renovated shell of
a church in the city center. Above the stage, extra
seats were added to accommodate the crowds, no

The eruptions of sound were at no point more
distracting than during Lucky’s (Brendan O’Hea)
thinking. O’Hea’s delivery was masterful, assured,
and breathless, but as it reached its climax he was
almost overwhelmed not by his own efforts, but
by the sound effects. The wind may have been
imagined as emanating from the abyss of Lucky’s
mouth, but the effect was nonetheless unnecessary.
O’Hea delivered a haunting, unnerving speech,
his mouth opening to reveal a sublime inversion
of reason and logic in this bleak landscape filled
with characters on the extremes of society. The audience shared the deep discomfort of Pozzo (the
delightfully effeminate Matthew Kelly), Vladimir,
and Estragon in Lucky’s regurgitation. When, in
the second act, Estragon made his desperate plea
to drown out “all the dead voices,” the audience
had a clear image of his fear of those voices, having
heard them channeled through the maw of O’Hea’s
Lucky. The terrifying excesses of history that have
produced Lucky and the gap between Pozzo and
his fellow humans were vividly presented to us at
that moment. The bleak landscape of Connemara,
with its echoes of famine and violence, seemed indistinguishable from the post-apartheid landscape
of Cape Town. In a rendering of Godot weighted
more heavily on the side of the comic than the
tragic, Lucky’s speech successfully and grippingly
evoked the terrifying obverse of Pozzo’s humanity,
reminding us, as Walter Benjamin did once, of the
dialectic between civilisation and barbarism. This
dialectic was at the heart of the European colonial
ideology that found its most naked expression and
logical conclusion in apartheid South Africa, where
any nod to the civilizing mission was done away
with entirely. O’Hea’s wrenching performance
masterfully highlighted the enduring relevance of
Beckett’s questions.
In Galgut’s production, by contrast, Lucky’s (Graham Weir) speech was curiously affectless. This was
not the result of any failure on Weir’s part, but the
consequence of a surprising and thought-provoking
directorial decision. Whereas O’Hea’s speech had
the eerie character of an ectoplasm, Weir delivered
a measured, deliberate performance that foregrounded not a frenzied perversion of reason, but a
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Roger Rees (Vladimir) and Ian McKellen (Estragon) in Waiting for Godot at the Fugard Theatre, Cape
Town. (Photo: Dave Goudie.)
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simulacrum of a rational argument. He asked us to
listen carefully to the words, not merely to hear the
sounds and strains of the speech, implying that in
their content was a key, perhaps, to this production.
This was Lucky’s speech delivered as almost a plea
to be understood, the implication being, perhaps,
that the “reasons” are not at all “unknown,” but that
they may be seen all around us, if only we care to
listen. If Mathias and O’Hea asked us to recoil at the
pain of an unjust world, Galgut and Weir refused to
allow us to plead mere horror; they issued a challenge to us to ask why, to engage, to listen, and to
respond. But that challenge is not one to which the
play itself can unequivocally rise. Estragon’s plea in
act 2, lamely explained by Vladimir’s “we have our
reasons,” was a striking abdication of the responsibility that Lucky pleaded for. The overall effect
for the audience was of having encountered a very
unusual and thought-provoking Lucky. Theatrically
less powerful perhaps than O’Hea’s rendering of
Lucky as the sublime voice of the occluded, colonial
past, Weir’s was also a reminder of the continuing
political immediacy of Beckett’s masterpiece.
Neither Mathias nor Galgut reduced Beckett’s
play to mere political allegory—they respected its
autonomy as a work of art first and foremost—but
both produced Godots that were deeply and thoughtfully engaged in a reassertion of the elements of the
play that seem most pressing amid the persistent
legacies of colonialism. The Connemara landscape,
steeped in memories of the famine dead, as well
as the perverted discourse of human rights, comes
into sharp focus with the act of translation of Beckett’s play to the geographical, political, and cultural
landscape of South Africa. These productions were
a reminder not only of the ever-new, ever-relevant
nature of Godot, but also of the creative possibilities
of translation from one postcolonial site to another.

CÓILÍN PARSONS
University of Cape Town

Jesus (Frederik Mayet) clears the temple in the
Oberammergau Passion Play 2010. (Photo: Brigitte
Maria Mayer.)
formance of the town’s identity. This connection
was reinforced by the most impressive aspects of
the production, including the costume design and
musical direction, and extended beyond the boundaries of the stage. The Oberammergau Passion Play
has been produced every ten years (nearly) for the
past 350 years, and the 2010 production continued
reforms to the text and staging that began in 1990
and 2000. Those that resonated dramatically either
reinforced the importance of the crowd as player or
echoed broader shifts in German cultural identity.
Oberammergau has strict rules for who may perform in the town’s passion play. Only those born
in Oberammergau or who have been a resident for
more than twenty years (ten if they marry a native)
are deemed to have absorbed the town’s identity
fully enough to participate. Changes to the script
and staging are always subject to collective approval, with the town council and its religious leaders
sharing responsibility for some matters, while others require a vote by the entire town. Over the past
thirty years the production has generated heated
debate, and even legal disputes, as married women
and Protestants fought for full rights to participate,
and as traditionalists battled reformers for control
of the production.

OBERAMMERGAU PASSION PLAY 2010. Using the Oberammergau Play texts by Othmar
Weis, O.S.B. and the Reverend Joseph Alois
Daisenberger. The 2010 play was extensively
edited and expanded by Christian Stückl
and Otto Huber. Music by Rochus Dedler,
edited by Eugen Papst, newly revised and
expanded for the 2010 play by Markus Zwink.
Directed by Christian Stückl. Gemeinde
Oberammergau, Oberammergau, Germany.
15 August 2010.

While most production runs begin when the
show opens, the Oberammergau Passion Play 2010
began more than a year earlier, when over 2,000
of the town’s 5,000 residents stopped cutting their
hair. Spectators’ experiences of the Oberammergau
Passion Play 2010 began not when they entered the
theatre, but when they arrived in the quaint Alpine
town with its painted house facades and traditional
woodcarvings. An exhibit showing previous productions of the play, divided between the playhouse
foyer and the local history museum, documented
the intertwining of previous productions with the
town’s identity over the past century.

The Oberammergau Passion Play 2010 was inextricably and uniquely linked to a collective per-

The first scene of the Oberammergau Passion Play
2010 was a new one written by director Christian
Stückl and assistant director Otto Huber. Jesus
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Pilate condemns Jesus (Frederik Mayet) to death in the Oberammergau Passion Play 2010. (Photo: Brigitte
Maria Mayer.)
(Frederik Mayet) entered in a triumphal procession,
hailed by the crowd. This scene showcased the production’s huge cast and subtly undercut later crowd
scenes, where the masses called for their former
hero’s crucifixion. It also evoked a strong sense of
recognition, even among audience members with
little religious training, by drawing upon some of
the best-known elements of Jesus’ teachings (for
example, “let he who is without sin throw the first
stone,” “turn the other cheek,” and so on). Most
importantly, though, it set the stage for the performance of mass identity that continued throughout
the production.
Stefan Hageneier’s highly effective costume design dressed the townspeople in blue robes and
scarves. Their simple costumes contrasted sharply
with the more elaborate gowns and headpieces of
the Jewish priests and the military garb of the Roman soldiers. The effect was to turn the crowds
into a unified whole—the body of Oberammergau.
Hageneier’s costumes for the choir were similarly
unadorned, with stark white robes and headpieces
for both men and women creating visual unity. The
masterful musical interludes—the choir and orchestra under the direction of Markus Zwink were first
class—refrained from shifting the focus of the stage
picture to the talented soloists; instead, the primary
impression was one of collective excellence—the
voice of Oberammergau.
Mayet’s Jesus was played with quiet conviction
as a reformer fighting against corrupt politicians.
He and his followers were also explicitly positioned
as Jewish, with a Hebrew prayer sung in the scene

where Jesus clears the temple, and the Last Supper
performed as a Sabbath meal, complete with menorah. Both scenes were highly effective dramatically. And while the reframing of Jesus helped offset
anti-Semitic undertones, it also reflected a growing
acceptance of other cultures that has become part of
the fabric of an increasingly multicultural Germany
struggling to integrate the many “guest workers”
(and their children) who have stayed permanently.
In contrast, expanded scenes featuring lengthy
arguments between Jesus’s persecutors and his defenders succeeded in driving home the point that
not all Jews were equally culpable in his crucifixion,
but the protracted discussions sidetracked the dramatic action. Showcasing several priests who played
only fleeting roles in the Bible story, they failed to
resonate, perhaps in part because they lacked an
appropriate context in the cultural identity that the
production embodied.
There were no triumphal processions or spectacular lighting effects in the depiction of the resurrection
in the play’s last scene. Instead, Mary, Magdalene,
and other followers lighted candles after seeing
only a fleeting glimpse of Jesus. An angel without
wings or a halo assured them that Jesus had risen
and would redeem them. These choices helped the
production avoid falling into kitsch, but the secular
look of the angel made it more difficult to read him
as such and the final scenes of both halves of the
play felt anti-climactic.
The production’s official program (or, Textbuch),
which includes the verbatim script in German as
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well as an English translation, describes this “restrained” staging as a way of illustrating Christianity’s “mystery of faith.” It may also be an oblique
acknowledgment that the Oberammergau Passion
Play 2010 was more about Oberammergau than
about Christ’s passion—and that Oberammergau is
becoming increasingly secular, even as it searches
to maintain the relevance of the town’s religious
showpiece. In 2010, the town succeeded in creating a stunning piece of theatre, while at the same
time documenting its own shifting cultural identity.

ELIZABETH JOANN MONTGOMERY
Munich, Germany
Hale Appleman (Jesus) and ensemble in the US
ascension scene in Passion Play. (Photo: Carol
Rosegg.)

PASSION PLAY. By Sarah Ruhl. Directed by
Mark Wing-Davey. Epic Theatre Ensemble,
Irondale Center, Brooklyn, NY. 15 May 2010.
Passion Play is, in some sense, a meditation on
the nature of theatre across three domains: religion,
politics, and metaphysics. Specifically, Sarah Ruhl
investigates the potency of the theatrical gesture as
metaphor, with theatricality defined as artifice in
which, to paraphrase Tony Kushner, it is okay and
maybe even beneficial if the wires show. The plot follows amateur companies that mount the Passion in
three different contexts: Elizabethan England, Nazi
Germany, and the United States from 1969 up till the
present. Politics manifest through the inclusion of
Queen Elizabeth, Adolf Hitler, and Ronald Reagan
as characters; metaphysics through the appearance
of fish puppets and models of sailing ships. The
depiction of amateurs staging theatre with limited
means would seem to suggest that low production
values might serve the play best. Indeed, Epic Theatre
Ensemble’s production fully realized the theatrical potential of the trilogy by limited means; Mark

T. Ryder Smith as Queen Elizabeth in Passion
Play. (Photo: Carol Rosegg.)

Ensemble with fish puppets in Passion Play.
(Photo: Carol Rosegg.)
Wing-Davey’s staging repeatedly demonstrated the
power of theatre on a budget to surprise, move, and
delight. Particularly impressive in this regard were
his choreography of the fish and ships and his use
of a rolling metal staircase for both a royal entrance
and a nautical exit.
Some of the most visually and dramatically arresting moments occurred at the appearance of
the fish and ships, both of which were associated
with the Pontius figure of parts 1 and 3. In the first
part, Pontius is played by a fish-gutter; in the third,
by a Vietnam patrol-boat veteran with a troubled
conscience. Models of Elizabethan sailing ships,
mounted on poles and manipulated by actors and
stagehands, sailed across the stage at key moments
accompanied by the Queen and at the conclusion
escorted the war-damaged veteran into the wind,
thereby conferring upon him a degree of absolution. A wind machine, propelled and cranked by
actors, accompanied the ships, heightening the
theatrical effect.
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Dominic Fumusa (Pontius) and ensemble with fish puppets in Passion Play. (Photo: Carol Rosegg.)
Seven large fish puppets were constructed of sheer
fabric stretched across wooden frames and maneuvered, as the ships were, by actors and stagehands.
The fish sequences were carefully choreographed
as ritualistic moments. They escorted the self-immolated Pontius of the first part from the stage,
entering in horizontal formation like a school to the
beating of a drum, then simultaneously rotating 90
degrees to the vertical and forming rows to suggest
pallbearers or an honor guard around Pontius, who
stood among them with arms draped over a wooden staff as if in belated fulfillment of his desire to
portray the crucified Jesus. During a hallucinatory
battle sequence set in Vietnam, Pontius of the third
part lugged a different type of fish puppet onto the
stage, one full-bodied and human-sized, which he
claimed to have shot. The fish blood spiraled across
the stage floor served as a visual reminder of the
blood that appeared on the hands of the Pontius of
part 1 as he gutted a normal-sized, and apparently
real, fish. The red smear left by this theatrical gesture bound together, visually, the guilt of the various Pontiuses—biblical, Elizabethan, and American.
Many of the transitions between scenes were
ingeniously staged. They often involved the traveling crates that comprised the bulk of the set and
were equipped with hidden doors that afforded
surprise entrances or could be left open to suggest

locations, such as a confessional. One of the most
spectacular entrances involved the rolling metal
staircase. T. Ryder Smith as Queen Elizabeth began on a high balcony. Her first few steps were
taken, in high-heeled boots, down the tops of tall
crucifixes stacked against the stage-left wall and
then onto the top of the staircase. As she continued to descend, all the while graciously waving
to her subjects, her courtiers wheeled the staircase
to center stage just in time for her to step down
onto the top of a large table. The poise of the
actor, combined with the precision of the timing
in what appeared to be a dangerous maneuver,
produced a breathtaking effect and referenced the
performative nature of politics and leadership in
the necessity of projecting equanimity while navigating unstable conditions.
The production employed the staircase powerfully at the end, when the script calls for the Pontius
figure to sail off into the sky. In the 2007 Goodman
production, he mounted a large sailing ship and
was lifted into the fly space. In the Epic production,
he climbed the staircase, which was fitted with a
triangular sail and wheeled across the stage by actors. The latter staging was much more satisfying
and congruent with the aesthetic of the script as a
whole, as well as emblematic of the Epic production’s engagement with “poor” theatricality.
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(Julyana Soelistyo) request for freedom, his curse
of physical torment on Caliban (Dion Johnstone),
and, finally, his dire warning about premarital sex
to Ferdinand (Gareth Potter) and Miranda (Trish
Lindström), were all delivered as fleeting spells of
cantankerousness from an otherwise kindly, even
mischievous patriarch. The comfortable control this
conveyed to the audience masked the absolute grip
of power Prospero actually has over the island and
its inhabitants and signaled the production’s urge to
focus on delight and magic, as opposed to the more
malevolent themes of patriarchy and colonization.

Brendan Averett (Carpenter 1) flies as an angel in
Passion Play. (Photo: Carol Rosegg.)
Wing-Davey has directed Passion Play a number
of times before, both in an early, shorter version at
a small theatre in London and as the full trilogy at
the Goodman and Yale Repertory theatres. His previous productions of the complete work included
some of the elements seen at Irondale Center, such
as his staging of the fish and ships; here, however,
the theatricality was pervasive. In a conversation
during intermission, the director attributed this
theatricality to the smaller budget at Irondale and
greater rehearsal time in the space. The production
benefited from this “poorness.” This characterization of the production as poor, or at least poorer
theatre, is not meant to imply a complete abandonment of technology; indeed, lighting was employed
effectively throughout, as were a musical score and
sound effects. Elizabethan music set a regal tone in
the first part; dissonant strings by Bartók imparted
a sharp edge to the German segment; and rock and
roll ushered in the 1960s and beyond in the American sequence. All in all, this combination of lighting, sound, and poor staging served Ruhl’s script
extremely well.

There have been several high-profile productions
of The Tempest in recent years: the 2006 Royal Shakespeare Company (RSC) production with Patrick
Stewart’s cool and severe Prospero; New York City’s
Classic Stage Company with Mandy Patinkin conjuring an often hostile and almost paranoid Prospero
(2008); South Africa’s Baxter Theatre Centre–RSC
collaboration with its overt colonial take in 2009;
and Sam Mendes’s 2010 Bridge Project production
that was determined to avoid the play’s potential
for whimsy. In the last three of these productions,
each with wildly different aesthetics, Caliban was
played by a black actor. What does this suggest

JAMES AL-SHAMMA
Belmont University

THE TEMPEST. By William Shakespeare.
Directed by Des McAnuff. Stratford Shakespeare Festival, Festival Theatre, Stratford,
ON. 21 July 2010.
Christopher Plummer’s knitted brow and windswept hair created the official face of the 2010 Stratford Shakespeare Festival. The publicity materials’
image of Plummer brooding alongside forked lightning presented a different Prospero from the affable
if sometimes impatient “benevolent dictator” he
gave the audience in The Tempest. Prospero’s famous
outbursts, including his angry refutation of Ariel’s

Christopher Plummer (Prospero) wearing his
magic garment in The Tempest. (Photo: David
Hou.)
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Julyana Soelistyo (Ariel) and Christopher Plummer (Prospero) in The Tempest. (Photo: David Hou.)
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Dion Johnstone (Caliban) in The Tempest. (Photo: David Hou.)
about the casting methodology that has developed
for The Tempest?
In his program notes for the Stratford production, dramaturge Robert Blacker discusses Montaigne’s “Of the Cannibals” and how fantasies of
the New World fed the imaginations of England
and continental Europe, yet he also asserts that a
strictly colonial critique “diminishes the complexity of Shakespeare’s play.” The costume for Caliban
in the Stratford production visually cued his split
status, with a bodysuit painted with reptilian scales
on the right side and muscles and ligaments on the
left. Tufts of animalistic fur ran down the spine. As
Caliban, Johnstone kept a low center of gravity and
often skulked about the stage on all fours. Once Caliban professed his loyalty to Stephano (Geraint Wyn
Davies), they developed a physical intimacy akin
to that between a pet and its owner, with Stephano
staying stern yet placating Caliban with gentle pats
to the head and Caliban eagerly licking Stephano’s
foot several times. By casting a black actor in the
role but costuming him as an animal, it seems the
production wanted to imagine Caliban as a racial
Other and a creature from another land without
fully drawing out the implications of either choice.
Meanwhile, Soelistyo’s Ariel was conceived as
an androgynous blue sprite with a Mohawk. The
actress’s diminutive stature and giggling delivery

created a sense of impish delight that quickly erased
the memory of Ariel’s early request for freedom.
Given Canada’s official policy of multiculturalism
and multiculturalism’s potential to reify exoticism,
it was difficult not to read racial politics into the
casting of Ariel and Caliban. Giving the role of the
accommodating assistant to an Asian woman and
the hostile slave-animal to a black man suggested
a production that did not go beyond the limiting
perspective of colonial dynamics, but, rather, was
still deeply embroiled in colonialism’s received logic.
While this colonial logic remained sublimated in
casting and costuming, fanciful magic mesmerized.
The sense of wonderment in The Tempest allowed
director Des McAnuff (also the artistic director of the
festival) to utilize Stratford’s substantial budget to
full effect. The use of floating feathers and swords,
as well as a staff that sprang from the ground (nimbly plucked from the air by Prospero), all created a
sense of enchantment. Ariel’s ability to emerge and
disappear with the help of a well-camouflaged harness added to the sense of other-worldliness. Atmospheric effects from a smoke machine, strobe, and
ultra-violet light were well-placed and not excessive.
As the shipwrecked Italians wandered through the
wilderness, the thrust stage’s turntable created the
illusion of travel, helping to conjure the expanse
of an island filled with mysterious creatures and
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ANTONY AND CLEOPATRA. By William
Shakespeare. Directed by Tina Landau. The
Hartford Stage, Hartford, CT. 13 October
2010.

Dion Johnstone (Caliban) and Geraint Wyn
Davies (Stephano) in The Tempest. (Photo: David
Hou.)
spirits. Vertical space below and above the stage
was accentuated with the use of a trap door, stairs
leading up to the stage, and at least four different
vertical levels built into the set. Robert Brill’s set
design allowed characters to scramble and perch
themselves in various locations, creating a dynamic
performance space.
Despite this dynamism, the supporting cast’s ability to captivate the audience varied. James Blendick
added unnecessary length and weight to Gonzalo’s
already weary speeches. Lindström and Potter were
both pleasant, if not revelatory in their interpretations of Miranda and Ferdinand. It was true comic
relief when Bruce Dow’s rouged Trinculo hit every
laugh line and created a few of his own with his
simpering delivery. As Stephano, Wyn Davies embodied an exemplary calibration of drunken blurriness and bombast. Ultimately, however, all the supporting players functioned as temporary diversions
from Plummer’s charming spell.
The audience was there to revel (until the revels
had ended) in the presence of Plummer. A native
Canadian, this was Plummer’s tenth season with the
festival, and it was clear that his celebrity deeply
affected the reception of the crowd. His star status
worked in concert with the theatrical spectacle to
captivate the audience. Much like Ariel’s willingness to submit to Prospero in order to bring about
his grand plans, the audience seemed eager to be
seduced by the magic of Plummer’s deft acting
skills, fame, and charisma. In the fervor of a full
standing ovation, any disturbing implications of
the casting and characterization of Caliban and
Ariel or slight unevenness in the supporting roles
were subsumed by the indulgence with which the
audience set Prospero/Plummer free.

CATHERINE YOUNG
The Graduate Center/CUNY

Shakespeare’s Antony and Cleopatra is a spatially
and temporally jarring drama as it skips across the
Mediterranean and spans ten years with its unwieldy forty-two scenes. Productions of this tragedy
can only benefit from the incorporation of as many
unifying performance elements as possible. Ironically, what fused the Hartford Stage’s production into
a cohesive unit was crass cultural contrast. Director
Tina Landau exploited Shakespeare’s dichotomous
presentation of a Roman-versus-Egyptian showdown to full effect, even if her approach risked
playing into orientalist tropes. The payoff was a
production that helped the audience comprehend
the drama’s geopolitical complexities, even as it
reified stereotypes.
The production was a guilty pleasure due to its
gratuitous accentuation of the text’s superficial attractions: gender-defying characters, sexual provocations, and cultural otherness. The Hartford Stage’s
Antony and Cleopatra was thus in line with recent
productions of Shakespeare’s works that have laid
bare what made and continues to make his dramas
popular. For example, the Washington, D.C.-based
Synetic Theater presented a wordless production of
the play in February 2010, stripping down the most
thrilling scenes to physically striking and sensually
engaging dance movements. The Hartford production employed spartan though striking sets, obvious though bold costuming, and sexually charged
though emotionally engaged acting. The combination of these elements allowed the audience to be
drawn in by the play’s visceral joys before being
invited to contemplate its political and philosophical conundrums.
While the production exploited Shakespeare’s
othering and bawdiness, it did so in a progressive
manner, with race-blind casting. Scholarship on
the casting of Cleopatra has often discussed the
appropriate race of the actress portraying the pharaoh. Because black actors performed the roles of
Romans, from Antony (John Douglas Thompson) to
Menas, the whiteness of Cleopatra (Kate Mulgrew)
became a moot point.
The aesthetics of the production provided the audience with clear visual cues for how to interpret the
dynamics between the two cultures. For example,
Anita Yavich’s costume design contrasted Rome’s
tight-fisted approach to world domination with
Egypt’s languorous and opulent carelessness. While
the militant Romans were showcased in an austere
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Tony Yazbeck (Alexas), Kate Mulgrew (Cleopatra), and John Douglas Thompson (Antony) in Antony and
Cleopatra. (Photo: T. Charles Erickson.)
black-and-white mash-up of 1930s-era fascist-like
uniforms and punk-grunge trench coats, the hedonistic Egyptians were decked out in free-flowing
robes with earthy tones that displayed the men’s
muscular torsos and the women’s ample cleavage.
Cultural differences were also highlighted by
Blythe R. D. Quinlan’s deceptively stark set design.
The upstage corners were devoted to separate bars
for the Egyptian and Roman entourages. Landau
shrewdly peopled these lounges with nonspeaking characters so that their presence could be felt
when their allies and adversaries were engaged in
dialogue downstage. Given the cataclysmic nature
of the confluence of these two empires, continually
reminding the audience of the impact each culture
had on the other was one of this production’s most
invigorating decisions.
Buttressed by clichéd costumes, the Egyptian
court that swirled around the title lovers’ Lady
Gaga-esque ‘’bad romance’’ further emphasized the
erotic decadence of the pair’s decline. Cleopatra’s
Egyptian retinue of bare-chested men and scantily
clad women delivered the sex factor promised by
the Hartford Stage’s hilariously tawdry ‘’Too-Hotfor-TV!’’ online viral marketing. The titillation factor was introduced when Cleopatra’s entourage
burst onto the stage with kicks, caterwauls, and

gyrations. The Egyptians immersed themselves in
a freestyle mix of sensual dancing set to hypnotic,
percussion-heavy music. Paralleling Rome’s concern
with Cleopatra’s emasculation of Antony, the male
members of her entourage were portrayed as passive
boy-toys. In contrast, Roman eroticism was exposed
as cold and calculated. Antony’s arranged marriage
to Caesar’s sister Octavia (Kendra Underwood) was
bereft of any passion. Underwood’s somber facial
expressions and slouched posture matched her
role as a naïve and confused pawn in the political
games of men. Caesar’s (Scott Parkinson) incestuous obsession with physically saying goodbye to
his sister with long hugs, kisses, and handholding
offered a chilling contrast to Antony’s exogamous
relationship with Cleopatra.
Because this production emphasized Egypt’s
indolence as a foil to Rome’s industriousness,
Mulgrew proved the exception to the rule when she
surprised the audience with her fiery performance.
Cleopatra commanded everyone’s attention as she
ferociously defended herself from Rome’s criticisms
of her involvement in Antony’s war. With assertive
hand movements and a confrontational tone that belied her come-hither negligee, Mulgrew’s Cleopatra
justified the Romans’ fears of this ‘’manlike’’ queen
(1.4.5). She regularly marched across the stage with
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a violent swagger when confronting adversaries,
but with her naturally raspy voice, she was able to
quickly retreat into sexual coquettishness without
diminishing the intimidating nature of her threats,
which still echoed in the air.
Cleopatra’s androgyny was paralleled by Thompson’s slick embodiment of a schizophrenic Antony
who vacillated between his obsession with Cleopatra and his brief return to the noble behavior that
had once made him a venerable member of the Roman Triumvirate. Thompson’s voice, with its deep
pitch and flexible cadence, injected a vulnerability
into his performance that expertly reflected the
tragedy of Antony’s mid-life crisis. When in Rome,
Antony was decked out in the austere clothing of
his compatriots, but the audience could tell his
heart was no longer in the cause. Thompson’s gaze
wandered when he spoke with his comrades. The
formerly authoritative Antony that could fulfill the
ideals promised by his uniform appeared less frequently as the play progressed, his mind continually
returning to Cleopatra. When he was bare-chested
and barefoot like Egyptian men, Antony was lulled
into complacency and apathy.
This production’s symbolically obvious costuming, staging, and acting choices should not be discounted for their ability to guide audience members who are stymied by early modern English. By
highlighting the play’s timeless gratuitous elements,
the Hartford Stage’s Antony and Cleopatra expertly
walked the line between reveling in the guilty pleasures of the lovers’ relationship and respecting the
geopolitical lessons that permeate the work.

HORACIO SIERRA
Saint Joseph College

SPRING AWAKENING: A SIN OF OMISSION.
By Frank Wedekind. Adapted by Toby Bercovici and Emily Denison. Directed by Toby
Bercovici. Choreographed by Madelyne
Camera. Looking Glass Theatre, New York
City. 8 July 2010.
Frank Wedekind’s 1891 play Spring Awakening
is hailed as a great critique of Victorian-era sexual
repression and as anticipating expressionism and
Epic Theatre. Long-banned, it is now probably
best-known as a Tony Award–winning Broadway
musical. Produced by Centripetus Theatre Company—the joint company of director Toby Bercovici
and choreographer Madelyne Camera—this Off-OffBroadway production at the Looking Glass Theatre,
whose mission is to present a “female vision” on
stage, demonstrated that Wedekind’s play is still

Dancing school girls in Spring Awakening. (Photo:
Centripetus Theatre Company.)
relevant in the twenty-first century. This production did not meditate solely on the sexually repressive society, but also examined points of contact
among children and between children and adults.
Bercovici’s unique vision was realized through the
creation of four dances with Contact Improvisation
sensibilities, as well as through a new ending. Camera’s unique genre-breaking choreography captured
the intellectual, emotional, and bodily paradoxes
in ourselves, in society, and in life. Through dance
and by having the children and adults played by
the same actors, the teachers were portrayed as
childish, petty, and comical in comparison with the
maturing children. Bercovici and Camera, I argue,
suggested that the children’s newfound knowledge
of sex forced the teachers to subconsciously recall
that they themselves were once inquisitive children but that they repressed their own inquiries
and desires. This production, then, focused not on
the sexual repression of children, but on the adults’
self-repressed inner-child.
Camera’s choreography demonstrated Contact
Improvisation’s core technique, “rotating point of
contact,” in all of the four dances. The literal and
figurative points of contact in this choreography
expressed a metaphorical collective unconscious.
Through this choreography, the production deconstructed the notion of individuals (especially
children) coming into contact with a powerful
hegemony, and instead complicated individual/
group dynamics by revealing a kindred, communal
strength in the face of personal and social isolation.
Even when expressing pain, common and simultaneous gestures furthered the idea of communal
strength and a collective unconscious: almost every
actor/character, at some point in the show, wiped
makeup off their face and rubbed it on their white
clothes, dirtying the area of their torso, and all of
the teachers literally held their own tongues at the
same time after each repetition of the line “hold
your tongue” during the inquisition of Melchior.
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Camera’s choreography embodied paradoxes.
Wendla (Annelise Nielsen) performed a profound
dance of binaries, which seemed to be Camera’s
modus operandi: of joy and horror, of innocence
and knowledge, of lightness and great weight. In
another dance, a schoolboy (Christian Hoots) and
the now-come-to-life Desdemona (Linda Tardif)
shared an erotic dance full of points of contact and
departure. The connection and separation of the two
actors in the dance signified the children’s need for
human connection, sexual connection, and connection to a body of knowledge, as well as their need
for separation from their parents, school teachers,
and an oppressive society.
Right before the teachers interrogated Melchior,
they danced with appropriate accompanying music in a metaphorical circus performed by pompous though twisted mechanical beings. Sharing the
mannerisms of toy soldiers, each teacher embodied
both innocence, as a toy, and vileness, suggested in
quasi-Nazi salutes. The dance was like a game of
musical chairs turned upside down: when the music
was chaotic but in clear tune, they marched in and
out of unison, and when it changed to a giddy and
frenetic mess of a tune, they all danced and played
like little children. The teachers could not repress
the child inside of themselves, even though they
were clearly twisted by their power, as their faces
were twisted with scorn. The dance was a physical representation of the inner turmoil of children
aware of their inevitable transformation into adults
like those who came before them.
Soon after Moritz’s (Michael Greehan) suicide,
he danced with a disembodied model of his head
in his hands. This dance metonymically revealed
the meaning of the production. Presumably in an
afterlife, Moritz was at first discombobulated, not
understanding his body. His “head” (that is, the
head of his penis, his mind, and literally his physical head) led his body. In making his body move in

Moritz (Michael Greehan) dancing with his head
in Spring Awakening. (Photo: Centripetus Theatre
Company.)
beautiful unison with his head, Moritz “discovered”
his body through play. Moritz’s disembodied head
seemed to touch every part of his body throughout the dance (metaphorically, the mind and body
were working as one). Finally, Moritz’s dejected
body language suggested that he realized his and
his society’s awful predicament; the choreography
suggested that death accompanies discovery (once
you name a thing you kill it, once you find it you
lose it, and so on). In this production’s new ending,
Moritz offered Melchior his hand to join him and
Wendla in death, and the lights went down before
the audience could see Melchior’s decision. The
audience was left contemplating the binaries and
paradoxes highlighted in the play’s dances.
Bercovici and Camera’s production challenged
the sexuality-driven reading of Wedekind’s play.
The audience was confronted with palpable desire.
Usually, the desire is sexual; here, however, it was
the desire to ease the tension between progress and
regression. The audience ultimately left the theatre
both with a sense of childlike wonder and with the
burden of adult responsibility re-instilled.

MICHAEL Y. BENNETT
University of Wisconsin-Whitewater

THE MASTER BUTCHERS SINGING CLUB.
By Marsha Norman, from the novel by Louise
Erdrich. Directed by Francesca Zambello.
Guthrie Theatre, Wurtele Thrust Stage, Minneapolis. 25 September 2010.

Wendla (Annelise Nielsen) in Spring Awakening.
(Photo: Centripetus Theatre Company.)

“It would seem that there had been a great collision, that two glaciers had through slow force
smashed together, at last, and buckled.” This elegant
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Lee Mark Nelson (Fidelis Waldvogel) and Emily
Gunyou Halaas (Delphine Watzka) in The Master
Butchers Singing Club. (Photo: Michal Daniel.)
phrase summarizes the long-anticipated romantic
union between master butcher Fidelis Waldvogel and his acrobat-turned-housekeeper Delphine
Watzka in the Guthrie Theatre’s world premiere
of The Master Butchers Singing Club. The metaphor
of collision also aptly expressed theatrical tensions
lingering throughout Marsha Norman’s adaptation
of Louise Erdrich’s acclaimed novel. The Guthrie’s
production merged cultural customs of German immigrants on the North Dakota prairie with Native
American stylistic sensibilities. This attempted cultural fusion achieved mixed results: when it worked,
the production soared with narrative authenticity
and engaging cultural juxtaposition, but when the
fusion failed, Master Butchers sank under the weight
of disappointing characterization exacerbated by a
muddled and sprawling script.
Unlike much of her biographically influenced fiction, Erdrich hung the majority of the narrative of
Master Butchers on the German American branches
of her biracial family tree. German immigrant and
World War I veteran Fidelis, robustly played by
Lee Mark Nelson, stepped off of the train in Argus,
North Dakota, not knowing a soul. (He wanted to
ride to Seattle, but he only had enough money to
make if halfway there.) David Korins’s vast scene
design—comprised of open space and rolling units
evocative of railway cars—aided the sense of physical and cultural isolation. While in Argus, Fidelis
raised a family, dealt with personal tragedy, and
eventually fell in love with the fetching Delphine.
This immigrant tale forms the core of Erdrich’s story.
Norman’s adaptation strived to flesh out existing
Native American elements within Erdrich’s novel.
An impressive example of this successful cultural
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positioning came through the playwright’s inventive choice to make the relatively minor Native
American character of Step and a Half the primary
narrator of the play. A member of the Menominee
and Stockbridge-Munsee tribes, veteran actor Sheila
Tousey turned Step and a Half into a clever and wise
storyteller who anchored the play with shamanistic authority. Tousey’s Step and a Half made a fine
narrator for other reasons as well. Her status as a
colorful and mysterious rag-picker haunting the
borders of Argus imbued her stories with a magical sense of omniscience. The all-knowing outsider
quality of this watcher and observer of Erdrich’s
fictional town resulted in some playful humor. For
example, during one encounter with the enigmatic
Step and a Half, a frustrated Delphine shouted,
“Who the hell are you anyway!”
The musical elements of Master Butchers further
accentuated the clash of cultures. Homesick for the
motherland, the industrious Fidelis eventually starts
a singing club in his Argus butcher shop. Director
Francesca Zambello’s production wisely took advantage of the theatrical potential of this musical
element of Erdrich’s novel. A mixture of German
hymns and folksongs, nostalgically sung by the
male chorus of townspeople, wove throughout the
show. At intermission, I overheard an elderly audience member beam: “My grandmother used to sing
me that tune, but in German.”
As beautiful as they were, the singing club’s choral arrangements shared the sound design with a
markedly different musical style. Starting with the
drama’s opening moments, haunting flute music,
performed by M. Cochise Anderson, scored Step
and a Half’s poetic narration and many of the play’s
episodic transitions. The program listed Anderson, a
Twin Cities–based musician and spoken-word artist,
as “Ancestor/Traditional Native Music.” Predictably, his hovering, willowy flute riffs, played live
and in view of the audience, clashed stylistically
with Fidelis’s boisterous European choir. Such competing musical sensibilities prevented Rob Milburn
and Michael Bodeen’s sound design from achieving
artistic unity; indeed, the lack of cohesion arguably
diminished the visceral impact of both German and
Native American musical styles. That said, the disharmony of the overall sound design succeeded in
forming an appropriately impure aesthetic. As Erdrich’s novels, Norman’s adaptation, and U.S. history repeatedly remind us, European immigrants and
the indigenous inhabitants of the Great Plains did
not often blend either smoothly or harmoniously.
Unfortunately, Zambello and Norman’s attempt
to navigate the German/Native American cultural
clash fell perplexingly into one-key characterization.
In the character of Cyprian, Erdrich gifted us with
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narrator, this saving lyricism disappeared in great
swatches of the production, replaced by dangling
tidbits of mystifying if colorful plodding.

Emily Gunyou Halaas (Delphine Watzka) and
Sheila Tousey (Step and a Half) in The Master
Butchers Singing Club. (Photo: Michal Daniel.)
one of her most humorous and heartbreaking literary creations: a closeted Native American World War
I veteran who tours the Midwest pretending to be
Delphine’s husband in a vaudevillian balancing-act.
While the novel does not conceal Cyprian’s Native
identity to the reader, the production inexplicably
downplayed it to the audience until deep into act
2. Unaided by Charlie Brady’s bland performance,
Norman’s adaptation and Zambello’s direction of
Cyprian ignored Erdrich’s sensitivity to Native wit
and ear for Native diction. As a result, the audience
mostly missed out on the humor and pathos of a
relentlessly poignant character who must endure the
double dilemma of being both Native and gay in
the early twentieth century. Through narration and
sound design, Zambello and Norman crafted bold
choices that balanced the immigrant/indigenous
dichotomy in Erdrich’s story. Stripping Cyprian of
his Native identity for most of the show in favor of
a bland cultural androgyny was both a perplexingly
inconsistent alteration of the novel and a missed
theatrical opportunity.
And not all of the disunity of the production
directly related to balancing the German/Native
tensions within the story. Some of it derived from
Norman’s noble if doomed attempt to summarize
an over 400-page novel in less than three hours.
One of several examples of distracting rabbit trails
within the show involved Clarisse, the Ado Annie
of the production. Played with vim by Tracey Maloney, Clarisse inexplicably humors then brutally
murders her transparently sinister rapist, who is
also the town sheriff. The cover-up sequence for
this unaffecting subplot received too much of the
drama’s already crammed scope, lurching Zambello’s pacing away from gentle storytelling toward
an unconvincingly imposed whodunit velocity—
Agatha Christie on a bad day. Of course, readers can
find all of these and other equally esoteric meanders
within the novel, but the luxury of narrative time,
combined with Erdrich’s poetic lyricism, papers
over the cracks. Despite Step and a Half’s efforts as

The Guthrie deserves credit for undertaking ambitious productions like The Master Butchers Singing
Club. A great regional theatre should ideally find
space in its season for new voices, marginalized
communities, and regional stories. An original play
set on the Great Plains adapted from the work of
an acclaimed Minnesotan/Native American writer
certainly conforms to these aspirations. And several
creative and sensitive attempts to highlight clashing cultures within the story served the production well; flourishes of fine acting, lovely imagery,
and inventive design produced many delightful
moments. If only the promise of the production
could have overcome an unfortunate misfire in the
depiction of Cyprian, as well as a wandering and
unfocused script.

ROBERT HUBBARD
Northwestern College

MAJOR BARBARA. By George Bernard Shaw.
Directed by David Frank. American Players
Theatre, Up the Hill Theatre, Spring Green,
WI. 24 September 2010.
THE CIRCLE. By Somerset Maugham. Directed by James Bohnen. American Players
Theatre, Up the Hill Theatre, Spring Green,
WI. 25 September 2010.
At a time when many theatre companies are
struggling to fill seats, American Players Theatre
(APT) consistently attracts large, engaged, loyal
audiences to provocative, sometimes unknown
plays. In programming both Shaw’s Major Barbara
and Maugham’s The Circle as part of its 2010 season,
APT provided an unusual opportunity for its artists
and audiences to be challenged by two plays written by authors whose lives overlapped, but whose
aesthetics and artistic goals did not. What was it
that turned two “wordy” plays devoid of much
physical action—one a bit more and one a bit less
than a century old—into accessible, exciting, living
theatre? The answers help to explain the ongoing
success of this Midwestern theatre.
For its 2010 season, APT ran five productions in its
outdoor theatre, from June through the first weekend of October, while its indoor theatre housed three
plays until mid-October. Also scheduled was a small
winter production, as well as other kinds of outreach
activities. Although the season’s two Shakespeare
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Ashleigh LaThrop (Jenny Hill), Colleen Madden (Barbara Undershaft), Travis A. Knight (Snobby Price),
Jonathan Smoots (Andrew Undershaft), Sharina Martin (Mrs. Baines), and Matt Schwader (Bill Walker) in
Major Barbara. (Photo: Zane Williams.)
choices might have appeared in the repertory of
many summer theatres, the other six productions,
including works by Hellman, Maugham, Shaw,
Beckett, Fugard, and the South Africa playwright/
actress Pamela Gien, revealed a strong artistic commitment to demanding texts from a range of authors.
Major Barbara and The Circle were examples of productions that not only stood on their own, but also
resonated from their proximity to each other in the
company’s repertory.
A large part of ABT’s success is certainly due to
David Frank, the artistic director for the past nineteen seasons and the producing director for the past
five. Over the past two decades, Frank has created
an artistic home for a number of actors, directors,
designers, and staff. While APT is not unique in
attempting to provide ongoing work for some of
its core ensemble, it does represent an endangered
species in the American theatre. Reading the biographies of the 2010 company, it is not unusual to
find actors and directors who have worked at APT
for multiple seasons; in some cases, this includes
work over multiple decades. The same is true for
designers, as well as for both artistic and production staff. The result is a depth and consistency of

artistic and production work, as well as a pervasive
sense of ensemble.
On two chilly, late-September evenings, audience members sat wrapped in parkas and blankets
to see Major Barbara on one evening, followed by
The Circle on the next. The Up the Hill Theatre is
an unusually intimate outdoor performance space
with excellent sight-lines and unamplified acoustics that are far better than those of many open-air
theatres. While APT has necessarily responded to
recent economic conditions, these two productions
persuasively demonstrated that the company has
not changed its core aesthetic nor its commitment
to the intelligence of its artists and audiences.
Both productions were simply but handsomely
designed, with functional production elements that
showcased, rather than overwhelmed, the performances. Both plays have primarily indoor settings,
but the designers did not try to mask the outdoor
space nor hide the more Shakespeare-friendly structure that provided a seemingly permanent backdrop.
Instead, minimal set pieces and furniture, along with
attractive costumes, were sufficient to establish period and style for both shows. The acting ensemble
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Jonathan Smoots (Andrew Undershaft), Jim DeVita (Adolphus Cusins), and Colleen Madden (Barbara
Undershaft) in Major Barbara. (Photo: Zane Williams.)
delivered engaging, well-crafted performances, and
a sense of trust could be felt between audiences and
performers—trust that they were sharing something
entertaining and worth attending. All aspects of
these two productions seemed focused clearly on
the plays and players, and even the occasional bat
hanging on the set didn’t seem to distract audiences
from the action onstage.
Major Barbara, under Frank’s direction, was lucid
and ultimately moving and demonstrated Frank’s
ability to engagingly tell the story of the play. At
the same time, the production clarified Shaw’s
philosophical arguments, revealing the unexpected
resonances a strong performance of this play can
have for modern audiences. Frank’s production
was consistently successful in communicating that,
although the initial scenes are played out in a genteel British drawing room, the stakes for which the
characters struggle are life and death. At the same
time, his direction mined the play’s humor with
a light touch that allowed the audience to engage
with Shaw’s arguments without losing the sense of
being entertained at the same time.
As Barbara, Colleen Madden convincingly portrayed her character’s journey from certainty and
righteousness to a new, equally certain though more

pragmatic vision. After abandoning her Salvation
Army post, Barbara’s appearance no longer wearing
her army uniform came as a shock. Madden’s physical portrayal made it clear that although she was
wearing the clothing of her social class, she would
never be completely comfortable in it, because she
had lost the driving spirit that animated her body
and gave it vitality. Only at the end of the play, with
her regained sense of mission, did Madden’s body
again seem to fill out her clothing, transforming
what she was wearing into a uniform of purpose.
As Andrew Undershaft, Jonathan Smoots was an upright Shavian figure of intelligence and self-centered
ease, with a delightful glint of mischief throughout.
As Barbara’s intended husband, the Greek professor Adolphus Cusins, Jim DeVita found each step of
the transformation from Cusins’s initially distanced,
professorial abstraction to his emergence as a character of clever practicality. His performance effectively
linked Euripides, Machiavelli, and Shaw. Physically,
he seemed to grow throughout the evening and
his face transformed with a look that made it clear
that he saw the world around him realistically—not
without doubts, but despite them. This trio of performances, under Frank’s direction and aided by
scenic touches like the introduction of bright red
flowers into the gray world of a munitions factory,
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safe to say, however, that for the large majority of
the audience at the APT’s 2010 production, this was
an unknown play.

Tracy Michelle Arnold (Lady Kitty) and Brian
Mani (Clive Champion-Cheney) in The Circle.
(Photo: Zane Williams.)
effectively dramatized Shaw’s argument that when
it comes to igniting social change, guns and roses
are better primers than bread and treacle.
Unlike Shaw, Somerset Maugham was convinced
that plays of “ideas” and social causes would date
quickly and fatally. Although he recognized both
Ibsen and Shaw as masters of the form, he was dismissive of them as playwrights preaching to the converted. Nor was Maugham a proponent of the style
of realism; he believed that a degree of formality and
theatricality was needed for the dialogue of his plays
to transcend the everyday realm that was being
championed on the stage. Ironically, Maugham cited
the plays of Noël Coward as examples of realistic
dialogue carried to the extreme, although Coward’s
work certainly is not viewed that way today. It is
not surprising, therefore, that Maugham’s rhetorical style, complete with epigrams, is closer to that
of Oscar Wilde than to his own contemporaries.
Up until the early 1960s, anthologies of contemporary drama regularly included works by Maugham
and The Circle appeared in a number of different
collections. Today, however, his plays have almost
vanished from print and from the stage, although
productions of The Circle continue to be done occasionally in both England and America. The most
recent Broadway production was in 1989, with Rex
Harrison making his final stage appearance. It is

The plot concerns two overlapping romantic triangles, and since the story of the play is not generally known today, a brief summary is useful. Thirty
years before the play begins, Lady Kitty, considered
one of the most beautiful women of her generation,
abandoned her husband and child to run off with
Lord Porteous, considered a likely political prospect
for prime minister. The scandal made her an outcast and ended his political career, and both have
since lived in social exile in Florence, Italy. Lady
Kitty’s son Arnold Champion-Cheney still lives in
the family home with his wife Elizabeth. History,
however, seems about to repeat itself, as Elizabeth
finds herself bored and in love with an attractive
family friend, Edward “Teddy” Lutton, an estate
manager visiting from exotic Malaysia. Lady Kitty
and Lord Porteous have come to London and been
invited to Aston-Adey, the Champion-Cheneys’
home in Dorset, at the insistence of Elizabeth,
whose secret motivation is her hope of finding a
“role model” in Lady Kitty. The unexpected return
of Arnold’s father Clive Champion-Cheney adds
additional complications to the situation, and the
action of the play is the working out of Elizabeth’s
crisis, with Maugham drawing parallels between
the two romantic triangles.
Maugham’s techniques in his plays, and particularly in The Circle, are those of the “well-made
play,” and his mastery of the form is evident in
the text. According to Maugham, we are caught in
circles that play out, with one generation incapable
of learning from another. Throughout the carefully
structured plot, duty and conventionality do battle
with passion and impulsiveness. Although passion
wins the day, it is Maugham’s thesis that while it

Brian Mani (Clive Champion-Cheney) and Susan
Shunk (Elizabeth Cheney) in The Circle. (Photo:
Zane Williams.)
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can ignite romance and perhaps even love, it cannot promise happiness.
On the page, some of the characters, such as
Lord Porteous and Arnold, can feel like caricatures
of “crotchety” old and young British aristocracy.
In performance, however, their portrayals had an
unexpected sense of depth and complexity. Much
of this was attributable to James Bohnen’s careful
direction and the ease and expertise with which
Tracy Michelle Arnold as Lady Kitty, Brian Mani as
Clive Champion-Cheney, and James Ridge as Lord
Porteous handled the older triangle. These actors
were able to capture the ease of being to the manner born and to project the masks their characters
had chosen to wear, while revealing the more complex personalities beneath. In the case of Lady Kitty,
Arnold’s performance captured the inconsistencies
that forced her character into moment-to-moment
flight from one regret or emotional crisis to another.
Ultimately, the actress was also able to convincingly
and touchingly communicate her love for Lord Porteous and the passion that led her to abandon her
husband and child for him.
The performances of Susan Shunk as Elizabeth,
Paul Hurley as Arnold, and Marcus Truschinski
as Teddy made it clear that the characters of the
younger triangle were destined to repeat the history of the older trio. Shunk’s performance communicated both vocally and physically that Elizabeth
had not yet completely settled into her life at AstonAdey, had not yet made her life-defining choices,
and had not yet lived through the consequences of
those choices. Shunk’s Elizabeth always seemed to
be perched uncomfortably in the rigidly controlled
space of her husband’s home. All three actors in the
younger triangle made vocal and physical choices
that revealed that for the younger generation, their
social masks had not yet become their true faces.
As in many of his works, Maugham brought a
large dose of cynicism to The Circle. Wisely, Bohnen’s direction did not deny that cynicism, but
rather set it up antithetically against the passions
of the play’s romantic climax. In this production, it
was very clear that love, if not happiness, wins the
day. In the third act, for example, when the play
seems headed for a conventional ending in which
the characters recognize the “errors of their ways”
and then do the “proper thing,” Bohnen’s direction
and Shunk’s performance focused the progression
of the scenes in a way that allowed the audience to
believe in Elizabeth’s ultimate actions. As the play’s
Dionysian resolution played out, the production’s
carefully detailed work paid off, and the final plot
twist evoked audible audience responses in ways
that the script alone could not have engendered.
At a time when theatres must contend with budget-conscious audiences bred more and more fully

on two-dimensional entertainments, APT’s ongoing
success confirms that there is an audience hungry
for quality live theatre that engages, as well as entertains. In the two productions reviewed here, APT
demonstrated convincingly that there is still the
possibility of creating a theatre where artists and
audiences come together with a sense of excitement,
purpose, and community.

JOEL G. FINK
Roosevelt University

THE HOWLING MILLER. By Arto Paasilinna,
adapted by Peter Duschenes and Karla Boos.
Directed by Peter Duschenes. Quantum Theatre, Frick Environmental Center, Pittsburgh.
19 August 2010.
Once the butt of an unflattering joke, Pittsburgh
has emerged as a model twenty-first-century
postindustrial city, with a stable economy based on
healthcare and universities and a thriving arts and
theatre scene. The city boasts two LORT companies
(Pittsburgh Public Theater and City Theatre), two
university conservatory programs (Carnegie Mellon University and Point Park University), and a
burgeoning experimental scene, which all regularly
produce and attract multitalented theatre artists.
These artists are lured by the low cost of living, affordable space, and supportive community. Moreover, situated among the Appalachian Mountains
and surrounded by three rivers, Pittsburgh offers a
striking and aesthetically pleasing topography that
entices many film-production companies.
None of these praises, however, are new to Quantum Theatre, which has been producing site-specific
work in the Pittsburgh area for twenty years. Building on the environmental theatre of Grotowski and
Schechner, Quantum produces a mixture of classic,
new, and obscure works in found spaces that break
down the barrier between performer and spectator.
To date, some of its adventurous productions include Zola’s Thérèse Raquin in an abandoned swimming pool, Stoppard’s Indian Ink in a cemetery,
and the Metcalf/Morris opera Kafka’s Chimp at the
Pittsburgh Zoo. For its twentieth anniversary season, artistic director Karla Boos, with director Peter Duschenes, chose to adapt The Howling Miller,
a 1981 novel by Finnish writer Arto Paasilinna. The
burned-out remains of the defunct Frick Park Environmental Center in Pittsburgh’s largest city park
became the stage for the mischievous title character,
Gunnar Huttunen, to run, jump, prank, and howl
his way through post–World War II anxiety. With a
unique setting, innovative staging, and an obscure
text, Quantum succeeded in convincingly portraying
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Robert Haley (Doctor Ervinen), Tristan Farmer (Gunnar Huttunen), and cast members in The Howling
Miller. (Photo: Heather Mull.)
the mental and social after-effects of war without
losing delicious theatricality.
Set in a small village in Lapland—a remote province in northern Finland—the production traced the
conflict between the iconoclastic Huttunen and his
conventional neighbors. Through a fable-like episodic structure, Huttunen disrupts the sleepy old
town when he arrives one day to buy and restore
an old mill. At first, his energy and seemingly humorous animal impersonations impress the villagers; yet as Huttunen’s eccentricities become more
bizarre and threatening, especially his tendency to
howl all night long, the villagers, still reeling from
the shock of war, quickly incite their own war on
the misfit neighbor. When the defiant Huttunen
challenges the capitalist greed and bourgeois apathy
of the villagers, they respond by forcing him into
a mental hospital.
The story becomes somewhat clichéd and melodramatic as the mob becomes crazier than the committed. Moreover, the love story between Huttunen
and a local 4-H worker, who convinces him to plant
a vegetable garden, is never fully developed. Yet in
the Quantum production, the plot was less important than the physical and psychological journey of
Huttunen. Duschenes successfully echoed the novel

by moving beyond the typical pastoral scenario
of humans reconnecting with nature to show the
connection between humans and animals and the
potential for natural harmony. Huttunen (Tristan
Farmer) did not simply impersonate wolves, foxes,
and bears—he became them. Returning from the
chaos and inhumanity of war, Huttunen seems fed
up with the human world and literally wants to live
among the animals. The fact that he can embody all
of these animals shows the ability of humanity to
coexist with nature. For the villagers, who are on
the cusp of postwar capitalism, his world is wild
and dangerous; for Huttunen, it is peaceful and
harmless. Only when the villagers disrupt his bucolic tranquility does Huttunen begin to unravel.
In addition to a faithful adapter, Paasilinna’s ideas
require a great actor to be made intelligible. Luckily, Quantum had at its disposal the skills of Tristan
Farmer. A Carnegie Mellon graduate, Farmer is a
natural acrobat and used the ingenious set as his
personal gymnasium. As he leaped, climbed, and
biked his way through Lapland, Farmer seemed to
always teeter on disaster and injury, only to surprise
the audience with success. Beyond his impressive
physical prowess that seamlessly channeled the
animals, Farmer’s vocal performance was equally
impressive. When he howled from the dark depths
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Jason McCune (Ensemble) and Tristan Farmer (Gunnar Huttunen)
in The Howling Miller. (Photo: Heather Mull.)
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of the forest, the farcical elements of the production
were made strange and the distinction between human and animal disappeared; instead, the audience
received a vision of unsettling harmony too progressive for the mob.
Paasilinna’s novel exists mainly in the interior
thoughts of the characters and the exterior landscapes of a remote land and thus presents many
theatrical challenges. If the production struggled to
communicate the interior workings of the novel, it
was very successful in visualizing its exterior world.
As with all Quantum productions, the set and setting were just as important as the text. Set designer
Tony Ferrieri created a hillside amphitheatre, with
the remains of the environmental center as a rustic façade for the village, and the expansive forest
behind the center as a vision of Scandinavia and
playground for the actors. This bizarre natural environment in the middle of a postindustrial city
created an atmosphere of strange possibility, where
actors appeared onstage in animal busts and Jesus
came to life to encourage Huttunen to burn down a
church built from greed. The possibilities and unity
of opposites in this world in transition reflected the
similar changes Pittsburgh continues to experience
as the city remakes itself as global yet local, urban
yet tranquil, traditional yet experimental.
As the sun went down, the forest disappeared
into darkness, and the chirping crickets became
a competing chorus, the audience could both feel
the impending doom of the exiled hero and forget
that they were spectators at a play. The setting was
also indicative of the kind of aesthetic spaces that
attract artists to Pittsburgh. The burned-out environmental center echoed the troubled past of a neglected rust-belt city, while the lush, deep woods
suggested surprising beauty. The innovative use of
nature and technology to re-imagine this outdoor
space for experimental performance showed the
perfect integration of a theatre company with its
city—both on the move.

JOSEPH TALARICO
The Graduate Center/CUNY

BY HANDS UNKNOWN. Conceived by Kym
Gomes. Directed by Kym Gomes and Harvey
Huddleston. Brava Company/Chelsea Rep
Lab, New York International Fringe Festival,
New School for Drama, New York City. 21
August 2010.
In 1914, African American author Angelina Weld
Grimké drafted a three-act play about lynching, now
known as Rachel, which was first staged in Wash-

The family in Aftermath before John knows that
his father was lynched while he served overseas:
Jihan Ponti (Millie), Phil John (Lonnie), Carmen
Balentine (John), and Valerie Elizabeth Donaldson
(Mam Sue). (Photo: Claudia Turbides.)
ington, D.C., in March 1916. During the next two
decades, lynching plays proliferated as dramatists
turned to the one-act format, often forsaking traditional theatrical success. Kym Gomes’s By Hands
Unknown returned to such scripts. Gomes decided
to address racial violence after seeing the 2000 New
York Historical Society presentation of Without Sanctuary, an exhibit featuring nearly a hundred photographs of lynch victims. These images originally
circulated in turn-of-the-century newspapers and
picture postcards; meanwhile, American dramatists wrote one-acts about those who survived the
mobs’ attacks. Lynchings often drew large crowds,
but plays highlighting long-term consequences did
not. Most often, lynching plays appeared in magazines, available for amateur performance and dramatic readings. When Gomes’s show, consisting of
seven one-acts from the 1920s and ’30s, joined the
2010 New York Fringe Festival, a wider audience
encountered these scripts and the genre’s message.
In particular, Gomes’s revival demonstrated that the
physical brutality captured in the photographs was
only the beginning of the damage to US families.
Given the source material, the show could have
seemed dated and disjointed, but the choices made
by Gomes and her co-director Harvey Huddleston
as well as the expert execution of the ensemble
cast highlighted the dramatic power of the original works and the relevance of lynching plays for
today’s audiences. The show’s careful transitions,
emphasis on thematic connections, and manipulation of sound and silence articulated this history’s
connection to the present.
With seven one-acts, transitional elements proved
crucial, and the choices were flawless. Throughout
the two-hour presentation, performer Safiya Fred-
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soldier returns from World War I to discover that
his father has been lynched. The action ended with
him exiting, pistol in hand. Similarly, McKay’s poem
“The Lynching” (1922) describes white women who
looked without sorrow at a hanging corpse; this
image provided a segue into Corrie Howell’s The
Forfeit (1925). In this white-authored play, a white
mother knows that her son is guilty, but when the
bloodhounds lead the mob to her house, she directs
them to a closet, where she has trapped a mentally
challenged black man.

A daughter tries to convince her father that
violence is not necessary in Country Sunday:
Alison Parks (Emmaline) and Rick Schneider
(Samuel Bates). (Photo: Claudia Turbides.)
ericks provided continuity; she remained stage
right, with a musician by her side. Before each individual play, Fredericks recited a different poem
while a single light shone on her and the musician,
who played guitar or harmonica or remained silent.
Fredericks began with the words of “Strange Fruit,”
the poem by Lewis Allen that became a famous
song with Billie Holiday’s 1939 recording. Although
Fredericks recited it as a poem, not a song, the recognizable lines assured audience members that we
knew something about the show’s subject matter.
When the poem ended, the stage went dark, and it
remained so when a choir’s singing initiated the action of Georgia Douglas Johnson’s A Sunday Morning
in the South (1925). The choir stayed in the shadows,
representing a church near the home where the action took place. When 19-year-old Tom was falsely
accused of rape, the singing stopped. Police officers
dragged him from the house, and his grandmother
cried and prayed. The presentation suggested that
whenever “strange fruit” hung from trees, families
mourned.
Every recited poem created a bridge between
the one-acts. Fredericks ushered the audience from
the sympathy inspired by a praying grandmother
to the militancy of Claude McKay’s poem “If We
Must Die” (1919). Insisting upon the necessity of
fighting back, this poem prepared the audience for
Mary Burrill’s Aftermath (1919), in which a black

By Hands Unknown incorporated numerous pieces
that told radically different stories, but Gomes’s skill
at emphasizing thematic connections advanced the
show’s overall message that lynching hurt American families—whether they were victims or perpetrators. After a white mother “forfeited” a black
man’s life, black mothers intent upon protecting
their children took center stage. In Johnson’s oneact Safe (1929), Liza (Ravin Patterson) overheard
a family friend being lynched. When the trauma
induced labor and her child was born a boy, she
kept him “safe from the lynchers” by strangling
him to death. The infanticide occurred offstage,
but throughout the preceding scene, Patterson’s
wild eyes and trembling hands had so masterfully
conveyed Liza’s unraveling that the ending was
believable, though no less chilling.
Moving from motherly to romantic love, Gomes’s
selections again created thematic coherence, while
acknowledging the color line that lynching enforced. A poem about black romantic love, Langston
Hughes’s “Song for a Dark Girl” (1927), prepared
the way for a one-act about young love between
whites: Walter Spearman’s Country Sunday (1935),
which won recognition from the Association of
Southern Women for the Prevention of Lynching. In
this white-authored play, Emmaline (Alison Parks)
protected the boy that she was seeing against her
father’s wishes by accusing a black servant of sexual
assault. Emmaline later admitted lying, but could
not prevent the violence.
Besides emphasizing common themes, By Hands
Unknown manipulated sound and silence to encourage contemplation, especially as the show ended.
Gomes and Huddleston projected audio-visual
footage from the day in 2005 when the US Senate
apologized for having never passed anti-lynching
legislation. Then, Without Sanctuary photographs appeared onscreen, in complete silence. It was a silence
like none I have ever experienced, especially in a
sold-out theater. I have seen lynching photographs
professionally displayed many times, but never
with the reverence that this production achieved.
By focusing on the families affected—both those
who lost loved ones and those responsible for such
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losses—the chosen scripts contextualized mob violence and resisted the spectacle of physical brutality.
However, lest anyone underestimate what inspired
the playwrights during the 1920s and ’30s and the
senators in 2005, Gomes took the audience back to
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where the journey began for her: pictures of mutilated bodies. The photographs have survived to
represent lynching history; By Hands Unknown has
helped ensure that these remarkable dramas do too.

KORITHA MITCHELL
Ohio State University

